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Problem Domain

Technology 
usage 

Health & 
Wellbeing 

Online 
Workers & 
Students 

Problem we’re 
excited about 

solving!



Initial PoV

We met Angela, a Stanford student 
attending school online.

We were amazed to realize that the 
lower functionality of the iPad helped her stay 
more focused and less dependent on it.

It would be game changing to help 
users feel more in control and powerful over 
their devices.



Additional 
Interviews



designed by teachers

Jennie



helping not 
being always available.

Jeff



Revised POVs and 
HMWs



PoV 1 (Revised)

We met Angela, a Stanford student who is a 
peer counselor at The Bridge.

We were amazed to realize that she 
stayed more focused on her work when using 
her iPad, which had lower functionality.

It would be game changing to help 
users feel more powerful and goal-directed 
when using their devices.



HMWs for PoV 1
● HMW lower functionality of laptops/phones? 
● HMW encourage users to control their devices?
● HMW help people be more intentional about their tech usage? 
● HMW help users reflect on their tech usage?
● HMW educate people about their tech usage?  
● HMW create space outside of their device?
● HMW limit technology around specific user-defined goals? 
● HMW deep clean our devices? 
● HMW educate about designing and revamping your technology? 
● HMW keep users focused on their outside-device life? 
● HMW connect users with accountability methods/people/experts? 
● HMW use social pressure to keep users focused? 
● HMW make users feel powerful?
● HMW help users get into a flow state and stay there with their devices?



PoV 2
We met Angela, a Stanford student studying 
remotely and a peer counselor at The Bridge.

We were amazed to realize that she found 
video call interfaces lonely, with having to see 
her friends in boxes (In other words, it might be 
the interface itself that amplified the feeling of 
loneliness.)

It would be game changing to make 
video calls feel more meaningful and less 
mechanical.



● HMW make the interface friendlier? 
● HMW emulate in-person interaction? 
● HMW make people less self-conscious?
● HMW facilitate meaningful relationships? 
● HMW customize the UI based on each user? 
● HMW break the ice in meeting new people? 
● HMW make transitioning into/out of video calls more comfy? 
● HMW inspire serendipity/spontaneity of zoom calls?
● HMW use technology to reduce flaking? 
● HMW reduce the stigma/representation of loneliness?
● HMW help people appreciate their current social interactions more? 
● HMW make socializing over Zoom the most exciting type of social interaction?
● HMW make socializing via technology refreshing instead of draining? 
● HMW make communicating online more like a campus? 

HMWs for PoV 2



PoV 3

We met Jeff, a UX architect who worked 
remotely before COVID but now is helping people 
who have gone remote since COVID.

We were amazed to realize that Jeff thinks 
people can help themselves and their companies 
by not always being available and choosing not 
to respond immediately or at all.

It would be game changing to help people 
feel less overwhelmed by work communications.



● HMW create and manage filters for distractions?
● HMW remove all notifications?
● HMW set up times for/without distractions?
● HMW change the culture around responsiveness?
● HMW make notifications better, more helpful, less distracting?
● HMW help people manage which notifications to pay attention to?
● HMW help people be less overwhelmed by work notifications?
● HMW help people disconnect more meaningfully?
● HMW integrate more deliberate workflow?
● HMW make taking breaks more valued in our culture?
● HMW broaden and make worker’s identities more full?
● HMW incentivize/clarify work-life balance?
● HMW help people connect with themselves as a whole person?

HMWs for PoV 3



PoV 4
We met Jennie, an experienced first grade 
teacher who now works entirely online due to 
COVID.

We were amazed to realize that Jennie 
managed to find creative ways to work entirely 
online after a bad concussion and neck and 
back problems. 

It would be game changing to educate 
and guide people on screens about their 
physical health and posture.

Please add photo of 
Jennie here (and feel 
free to delete the 
box) 



● HMW make people more aware of their posture?
● HMW abolish sitting?
● HMW give people facts about screen health?
● HMW make chairs and other tech more ergonomic?
● HMW make exercise more exciting?
● HMW design technology to be actively beneficial for physical health?
● HMW lessons of relevant physical health?
● HMW encourage people to be more mindful of physical health?
● HMW help teachers adjusting to sitting for long periods of time in front of a screen?
● HMW help online school feel more like recess all the time?

HMWs for PoV 4



Top 3
How Might We’s



How might we help people 
be more intentional about 
their tech usage?

PoV 1 (Angela)





How might we change the 
culture around 
responsiveness?

PoV 3 (Jeff)





How might we help users 
get into a flow state and 
stay there with their 
devices?

PoV 1 (Angela)





We used heat-map voting on our brainstormed 
ideas, and chose:

Our Top 3 4 Solutions

Nutrition labels for apps

Mandatory goal-setting

Mindful deep cleaning

Customized flow state extension



Experience 
Prototypes



Solution 1

Nutrition labels for apps
Collecting and summarizing data (structured like a nutrition 
label) about each app that displays before download/usage



Nutrition labels for apps
Collecting and summarizing data (structured like a nutrition 
label) about each app that displays before download/usage

Assumption

Wellbeing information (time used, number of notifications, engagement label, 
productivity, etc) is useful for users to decide whether to download apps.

Solution 1



Experience Prototype 1

Synchronous testing: Printed out apps with standard app 
store info, along with nutrition labels, for in-person “app 
store.” Asked 3 people to browse store. 

Above: App store setup

Right: An app for sale, nutrition label 
included



Validity Results
What worked?

- Participants found physical “app store” setup to be 
fun, reminds them of grocery shopping.

What didn’t?
- Customers rely more on screenshot previews, 

ratings, and # downloads to judge app.
- Didn’t like that label had to be explained.

Surprises?
- “Nutrients” for nutrition labels were subject to debate 

(e.g. defining app’s “engagement,” “productivity”...)

New learnings
- Customers preferred to download already-popular 

apps, even if they knew apps were bad for digital 
health, since everyone else uses it.

- Otherwise, customers preferred to just go by 
screenshots, ratings, and # of downloads in 
downloading apps.

- Assumption was not valid, labels 
were not useful to decide whether to 
download apps

- Users cared more about existing 
information like screenshots, ratings, 
and # of downloads



Mandatory Goal-setting

Solution 2

Prompting users for their goals when using their device:
what do you need to do?

how long will it take?
which apps and websites will you need?



what do you need to do?
how long will it take?

which apps and websites will you need?

Mandatory Goal-setting
Prompting users for their goals when using their device:

Assumption

Users are willing to set goals (time, apps needed) before using 
technology, and doing that is helpful.

Solution 2



Experience Prototype 2

Synchronous: Asked someone to join 
a zoom call, set a goal for the next 10 
minutes, and which programs they 
need. We stayed on the call with 
audio and video off, and then asked 
questions after.

Asynchronous: Asked 10 people to fill 
out a Google Form prototype that 
tests goal-setting, from defining their 
task to reporting how it went 
afterwards.



Validity Results
What worked?

- Synchronous user was very productive!
- He knew which apps would distract him

What didn’t?
- Couldn’t differentiate between effects of zoom call 

and the prototype itself on productivity
- Can’t enforce using specific apps asynchronously

Surprises?
- People get their tasks done every time, usually with 

less time than they allocate
- There’s always apps/programs that users need that 

they don’t think of ahead of time

New learnings
- It is easy to list apps that aren’t needed, and use 

websites that weren’t listed
- Being intentional about what users are doing and 

how long is helpful

- Users are willing to take a couple 
minutes to define a task before they 
get to work

- Setting the time and defining a task 
to work on is helpful to productivity

- Setting which apps you need 
beforehand and just using those is 
unrealistic

- Deciding on a blacklist of apps that 
are distracting may be helpful



Solution 3

Deep cleaning
Regular, guided wholescale cleaning up settings and 
deleting of apps based on users’ data and research



Assumption

People want to declutter and optimize their technology usage.

Solution 3

Deep cleaning
Regular, guided wholescale cleaning up settings and 
deleting of apps based on users’ data and research



Experience Prototype 3

Synchronous  asked one synchronous participant (artist at San Francisco 
Conservatory) to do a series of guided exercises on his email usage. There were 3 
steps: 

1) Do a series of exercises to reflect on his overall goals for the next year, his goals for 
using email, and what his current email usage looks and feels like.

2) Do a guided deep cleaning of his email inbox (get to inbox 0 for social and 
promotional emails!).

3) Develop a plan for how to sustainability optimize his email usage to contribute to 
his overall life goals + decide one tiny habit to adopt for the next 21 days to improve 
the effects of his email usage on his wellbeing. 









- Appears to be valid assumption

- User expressed a newfound sense 
of calm + control after the 
experiment. 

- The user also expressed 
excitement about the idea, and 
mentioned this was something he 
had been meaning to do for a long 
time.

- New assumption: Optimization 
plans for technology usage are 
sustainable long-term

Validity Results
What worked?

- 3 part process: starting with defining goals -> guided 
deep cleaning -> reflection and develop plan + 
choose tiny habit to implement now

- Framing technology cleaning as a mindfulness 
exercise

What didn’t?
- Part of the inbox was too messy to clean
- Longer session would have been nice

Surprises?
- How productive + calm someone felt after just one 

guided, mindful digital cleaning session 
- Excitement to digitally clean

New learnings
- Coaching can be valuable (also new assumption)
- Reframing mundane tasks is key (mindfulness 

reframing)



Flow State Extension

Solution 4

A customized extension that optimizes tasks to have challenge-skills 
balance, clear goals and unambiguous feedback. 



Flow State Extension

Assumption

People know when they are in flow, and computers/devices can help get 
them there.

Solution 4

A customized extension that optimizes tasks to have challenge-skills 
balance, clear goals and unambiguous feedback. 



Experience Prototype 4

Synchronous: Asked 3 participants to 
engage with a challenging puzzle, 
giving them the choice of doing it on 
paper or with a computer. All chose to 
use paper, but one also chose to use 
the computer. Questionnaire to 
measure their level of flow afterwards.

Asynchronous: Asked 25 people to 
reflect about the last time they were 
in a flow state, and what tools helped 
them get there.





- Appears to be valid!

- Testing for the flow state showed that 
people could flow both with paper 
and on the computer

- People recognize when they’re in 
flow state

- New assumption: Devices can 
implement specific aspects (from 
users and research) that cultivate 
flow

Validity Results
What worked?

- challenging, fun puzzle inspired a mini-flow state
- distractions definitely detract

What didn’t?
- time limit can hinder flow state
- a puzzle that is too challenging can demotivate

Surprises?
- the clarity of goals or how much structure is 

needed varies widely between people
- time limits can sometimes demotivate if the task 

is not intrinsically motivated

New learnings
- User-defined tasks are key
- Users need access to other tools and flexibility
- Social flowing should be explored



Top Solution
A combination!

● Data-driven support
● User-defined timed goals
● Mindful coaching/reframing
● Flow customization for deep 

work



Summary

We’ve narrowed in on using data and technology 
to help people self-actualize

From our prototypes so far, we’ve learned:

● Data influences and supports, if in right context
● Social and coaching components are key
● Mindfulness reframing is helpful
● Users know their goals but distractions get in 

their way



Questions?



Extra Artifacts
a result of flow state + acrylic paint! 



Extra Artifacts
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Do you have any questions?


